Displaying and Editing Tracker Items

1. Select **Trackers > List trackers** from the Menu module.
   The Trackers page lists your **Website Visitor information** tracker.
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2. Click the **Website Visitor Information** tracker. The Tracker: Website Visitor Information page appears.
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   **TIP**
   You can also select **Actions > View**.

   Tiki displays the items in the tracker.

   ![Website Visitor Information](image3)

   Tiki lists only the fields that you indicated (by enabling the **is column visible...** option when you created the tracker field). Notice that the **Mailing Address** field is not listed.

3. Click the **Your name** field of the first tracker item.
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   **NOTE**
   The field is “clickable” because you enabled the **Title** option when creating the tracker field.

   Tiki reloads the pages; displaying only the selected tracker item.

4. Click **Edit** to change the information for this tracker.
   or
   Click **Items** to return to the list of all items in the tracker and select a different tracker item.
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In addition to using the Trackers page to display tracker items, you can display trackers items in wiki pages.
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